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The main object of this paper is to present several (presumably new) transfor-
mations of series whose terms involve basic (or q-) Pochhammer symbols together
with an essentially arbitrary factor. Each of these general q-series transformations
is shown to be related rather closely to a certain basic hypergeometric summation
or transformation formula. Relevant connections of many of the multiple q-series
transformations with various known results are also considered briefly. © 1999 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The present investigation is concerned with transformations and re-
duction formulas for multiple series whose terms involve basic (or q-)
Pochhammer symbols and an essentially arbitrary factor. The series con-
sidered in this paper are, in general, 2r- and r-dimensional. Each of these
multiple series transformations is shown to stem naturally from its special
case r D 1.
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Our derivations of the aforementioned q-series transformations are
based, in part, upon certain basic (or q-) hypergeometric summation or
transformation theorems. We aim at first providing here a list of series
transformations for the case r D 1 and then outlining the proofs of only
those that are believed to be new.
We begin by recalling some definitions, notations, and conventions, which
we shall make use of in our present investigation (cf., e.g., [3] and [9]). The
basic (or q-) Pochhammer symbol is given as follows:
ay qj D
(
1; j D 0;










a0; : : : ; as






a0y qj    asy qj




where x < 1 for convergence. In particular, for s  2, we have the very-
well-poised basic hypergeometric series
sC1Wsa0y a3; : : : ; asy q; x DsC1 8s











For convenience, a few conventions are introduced here:
1. Boldface letters denote vectors of dimension r; for instance,
m D (m1; : : : ;mr:
2. The symbol m denotes a multiple sequence such that
m1; : : : ;mr 2 0 xD  [ 0:
Conditions to ensure absolute convergence are understood, but the
sequence is otherwise arbitrary. A similar single sequence is denoted
by m:














similarly for r-dimensional series.
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2. A SET OF EQUIVALENCES
We now state and prove the equivalences mentioned in Section 1. To
cope with various types of series identities, we state four theorems, three of
which are easy consequences of the first. In all cases, we let  and  denote
sets of parameters such that  determines ; similarly for i and i.
Theorem 1. Suppose that there exists a result of the form:
1X
m;nD0


























Then, since the -sequence is arbitrary, we must have
kX
mD0
Gm;k−m; D Hk;: (8)
Conversely, (8) implies (5). And, of course, the first formula to be estab-




















Thus we have finally obtained (6).
Remark 1: In some cases, the function Hk; is zero for odd values
of k. Then we set k D 2k0 and drop the prime, and we obtain
Theorem 2. A result of the form:
1X
m;nD0
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Jj; k− j; : (11)
We insert this into (5), set k D j C k0, and drop the prime. Thus, in this
case, (5) and (6) yield
Theorem 3. A result of the form:
1X
m;nD0
mC nGm;n;  D
1X
j; kD0












Jji; ki; i: (13)
Remark 3: In some cases, however, Jj; k− j;  is zero for odd values
of k − j. Then, of course, after insertion into (5) we set k D j C 2k0 and
drop the prime, so that we now have
Theorem 4. A result of the form:
1X
m;nD0
mC nGm;n;  D
1X
j;kD0












Jji; 2ki; i: (15)
3. GENERAL q-SERIES TRANSFORMATIONS
In the sequel we shall consider only the case in which G is a quotient
involving suitable basic Pochhammer symbols, powers of q, and other pow-
ers. First, a number of formulas of the above-mentioned forms (5), (9),
(12), and (14) are listed below as Types I–IV. Some examples of the cor-
responding results of the forms (6), (10), (13), and (15) will be given in
Section 5.
Many of the results in this section are slightly simplified versions of for-
mulas given in [8]. The others, given first in each subsection, are believed
to be new. Together with these formulas we briefly mention the theorems
upon which their proofs in Section 4 will be based.
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3.1. Type I









cy qkdy qkqy qk
; (16)
which will be proved in Section 4.2.
The formula (cf. [[8], p. 229, Eq. (6.1)]):
1X
m;nD0








could be obtained as a particular case of (28), or directly by the aid of a
basic analogue of the Chu-Vandermonde theorem (Section 4.1).
Other formulas of this type are (cf. [[8], p. 217, Eqs. (2.3)–(2.6)]):
1X
m;nD0
mC nay q2mby q2nqay q2mqby q2n qn




kaby q2kaby qk−ay qk−qby qkqy qky (18)
1X
m;nD0
mC nay q2may q2nby q2mby q2n qn




kay qkby qkaby q2k




mC nay qmby qmcy qn cm









mC nay qmbcy qmC2n−bmq1=2mmC1




kqby qkbcy qkqkabcy qk
qaby qkcy qkqy qk
: (21)
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3.2. Type II
Based upon the Bailey-Daum summation theorem, we have
1X
m;nD0

















cy q2kc2y q2kq2y q2k
: (23)
These results are proved in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. As a matter
of fact, (22) and (23) are particular cases of the formulas (32) and (33),
which are also proven in Section 4.




mC nay qmay qn−by qm−by qn−1n




2ka2y q2kb2y q2k−aby q2k




mC nay q2mby q2n−1n





qay q2kqby q2kaby q2kq2y q2k
: (25)
3.3. Type III
Based upon Heine’s theorem and a basic analogue of the Chu-Vander-
monde theorem, we have the formulas:
1X
m;nD0





j C kay qjaby qjCk zjq−1=2j2C1=2j−jk





mC n−c=zy qm zmq1=2m2C1=2mCn




j C kcd=qy qjC2k zjq1=2j2C1=2jCk
cd=qy qjCkcy qjCkdy qkqy qjqy qk
; (27)
which are proved in Section 4.3.
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Other formulas of this type are (cf. [[8], pp. 225–226, Eqs. (5.1)–(5.4)]):
1X
m;nD0















j C kcd=qy qjC2kczy qjCk q1=2jj−1C1=2kk−1zk









j C kqjC1=2zy q2jc=qy q2k q1=2k2zk









j C kay q2jCkpqzy qjpq=zy qj q1=2kk−1−1jzjCk













j C 2kay qjCkazy qk1=z2y qj zj
1=zy qjq1Cj=zy qkqy qjqy qk
(32)









j C 2kc=zy qjC2k1=z2y qj zjCkq−k2−jk
cy qjC2kcy qkc=zy qjCk1=zy qjqjC1=zy qkqy qjqy qk
;
(33)
which are proved in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively.
Other formulas of this type are (cf. [[8], pp. 226–227, Eqs. (5.5)–(5.7)]):
1X
m;nD0
mC nay qmay qn q1=2mm−1zm




j C 2kay qjCk−qkzy qjc=ay qk qkk−1−azk









j C 2kaby qjC2kay qjCkby qjCk−qkzy qj qkk−1−zk










j C 2kqjC2k−1cdy qk−qkC1zy qj qjkC1=2jj−3C1=2k3k−5zk
cy qjC2kdy qjC2kcy qkdy qkqy qjqy qk
:
(36)
4. PROOFS OF THE q-SERIES TRANSFORMATIONS
4.1. Equations (22) and (32)
To prove these formulas, and (17), we let L denote the left-hand member
of (17) with bm replaced by zm. Introducing the summation index k D mC n
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Then (17) follows by taking z D b and application of the basic Chu-
Vandermonde theorem in the form (II.6) in [3]. Taking b D a and z D −1
and applying one form of the Bailey-Daum theorem (cf., e.g., Eq. (II.9) in












; k D 2;
(38)
we obtain (22). The derivation of (32) is considerably longer. We set b D a
and use the quadratic transformation (3.4.7) in [3]; for terminating series it













azy qq−kzy qq2−kzy q2q−ky q2














; B D ay qk a
−
q1−k=ay q








It is seen that A is zero unless we have k  2. Accordingly, we set
k D 2C j;
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; B D −1ay qCjq3=2
2−1=2Cj: (43)




After inserting these results in (40) and replacing  by k, we finally arrive
at (32).
4.2. Equations (16), (23), and (33)





cy qmdy qnqy qmqy qn
: (45)














In the first place, we take  D 0 and z D c=q: Application of the basic
Chu-Vandermonde theorem in the form (II.7) in [3] then leads to (16).
Next we take  D 1; z D −1; and d D c. We may then apply another













; k D 2;
(47)
and we arrive at (23) after a few further steps.
To establish (33), we take  D 1 and d D c. We can then apply the
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Applying (I.10) in [3], we obtain
B D c=zy qkc=zy qk−cy q
−1c−zq1=2C1−k: (50)
Since we have, again, k  2 on account of the factor A, we set k D 2C j
and take A; C; and D from (43) and (44). Insertion into (48) now leads to
(33) after a few further steps.
4.3. Equations (26) and (27)
Let S denote the left-hand member of (26). Heine’s theorem in the ter-
minating case (cf. (1.3.14) in [3]) may be written as follows:











mC nay qmby qnq−my qj an−qzj
qy qmqy qnqy qj
: (52)
The general term is zero, unless m  j. We replace summation over m by
summation over k by setting
m D j C k− ny (53)
















j C kay qjCkzjq−1=2jj−1−jk








By the basic analogue of the Chu-Vandermonde theorem in the form (II.6)




Inserting this, we arrive at the formula (26).
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The proof of (27) proceeds on similar lines. Its left-hand member T is





cy qmdy qnqy qmqy qnqy qj
:





















After a few further steps, we find that T; in fact, equals the right-hand
member of (27).
5. MULTIPLE q-SERIES TRANSFORMATIONS
In consequence of the theorems in Section 2, there exist multidimen-
sional analogues of the q-series transformations in Section 3. Some illus-
trative examples are now listed. For the sake of brevity, we choose to list
one example of each type. These examples are, in fact, analogous to the





































a2i y q2i ki

























aibiy qijiqiy qijiqiy qiki
y (60)















aiy qijiCkiaiziy qiki1=z2i y qiji z
ji
i
1=ziy qijiq1Cji =ziy qikiqiy qijiqiy qiki
: (61)
6. FURTHER REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS
By the usual procedure, all multiple series transformations give rise to
transformations involving the ordinary Pochhammer symbols, etc. These
results could be independently established, so we do not have to justify
taking the limit when q! 1:
For brevity, we just give some illustrative examples: the limiting forms of












ci C di − 12ki





























aijiai C bijiCki z
ji
i
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where, for brevity
M D m1 C   mr and N D n1 C   nr; (67)
we obtain the formulas (12) and (17) in [6] from (64) and (65), while (62)
then becomes a particular case of (13) in [6]. Transformations of multiple
series involving the ordinary Pochhammer symbol have been considered in
many papers; in addition to [6] we might mention, for instance, [2] and [4].
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